ABSTRACT
sented and the square diagram with full propagator insertion is expressed as a spectral integral of square diagrams over an internal mass variable.
The analytic properties of such diagrams in two complex variables, one internal mass and one external energy, are investigated in detail. These properties are then used to find the analytic properties of the full diagram with propagator insertions.
(Submitted to 11 Nuovo Cimento) Introduction
We wish to consider the problem of the insertion of a composite particle into the diagrams of perturbation theory and the singularities so generated. Barton and Kacser (2) . They looked at the square diagram with two internal masses, in the decay region of one of the external particles.
Thus our work will not overlap with theirs.
We consider the diagram of Fig. la , to be called F(s,t;M 2 ), where the heavy line, the propagator P(q22), will represent an infinite sum of graphs.
The propagator will be assumed to have a bound state mass at p < 2m. Note that all the particles are taken as neutral and spinless.
The usual Feynman rules give, up to a factor, 
. p here is the mass of the bound state and g is its coupling to the original particles.
More realistic propagators will retain this general structure. 
This curve is shown in Fig. 4 .
We may note that U(s,h*;M*) = 0 is in turn the leading Landau curve for the triangle diagram with an internal mass A, Fig. 2d .
In the eventual limit M*= m*, the physical region degenerates into the regions bounded by the lines s = 0, t = 0 and s + t = 4m 2 .
We will be looking as s channel processes whose physical region is labeled by I in Fig. 4 (3,7)
The fundamental property to be used in the following concerns the way singularities pass from one part of the surface to another. In particular, in a given limit, (corresponding or opposite half-glanes) the singularity character of a surface changes at an effective touch with a contraction curve of one lower order if the lower order curve is singular in that limit.
It does not change if the lower order curve is non-singular in that limit.
We will consider, in turn, the lower order contraction singularities, and the definition of the various sheets of the function f(s,X*;t,ly*).
a) The total contraction, X2= 0, due to Arc BC is not singular in the curve limit A*-ie, M*+ ie since this is also the physical limit.
Nothing happens at B so that A.D is nonsingular in both limits. The intersection at C, however, is an effective intersection with a singular curve of one lower order so that the singularity nature of the arc changes and CD must be singular in both limits.
In particular, the complex surfaces attached to CD, which lie in corresponding half planes, are singular on the physical sheet.
Since we are restricting ourselves to M* 2 real and not less than m , we have a branch cut along the negative X2 real axis from -C=J to (M-m) 2 . The cut is of square root type.
leads to a complex value of 1' for fixed real negative t and would, therefore, lead to a complex branch cut it if were singular.
The real section is given by Fig. 5 but with M* replaced by t. We see immediately that there are no real singularities in X 2 for realnegative t.
The limit onto real t is taken as t + ie in accordance with the Feynman rule for external variables.
To reach a point on the surface with real t t-ie < 0, we can move off arc AB or arc CD, neither of which is singular in the curve limit. The former will reach points on the surface with Im X2 > 0 and the latter with Im X2 < 0. The important point to notice is that the singular surface attached to the arc CD in fact does not connect to the surface with Re t < 0. We conclude, therefore, that the complex points 1' = (w+ m)* can only be reached over non-singular surfaces and are thus not singular on the physical sheet.
e) The triangle contraction of The axis cd and ab are not singular in the physical limit -I--, i.e. t + iE, ie, which is also the curve limit onto these arcs. At point c we have an effective intersection with a non-singular one lower order contraction so that ce is non-singular in both the + -and -I-f limits, the latter being the curve limit. This result also holds for the contraction graph of Fig The surfaces AB ab, CD cd and DE ed are not singular because the limit onto the ellipse along these surfaces is +--(s + ie, A 2 -iq) which is also the physical limit. By examination, we can tell that the discriminant for this graph cannot vanish on the undistorted Q contour for s < 2m*, -A2 > M*2+ m* SO that AE is not singular in either limit and we can continue along the surface A?Z as onto the arc ae without becoming singular. Thus none of the arcs ba, ae, ed, or dc are singular nor are the complex surfaces attached to them.
The points b and c are effective intersections with singular normal thresholds so that the singularity nature changes at these points. Thus the complex surface BC bc is in fact singular: this would lead to complex singularities.
In the limit we eventually take, PI*= III*, this surface will in fact disappear and cause no trouble.
We can summarize the results of this section in the limit &I*= m*,
The physical sheet is the topological product of two cut planes, the s plane cut only from 4m2 to 03 and the X 2 plane cut from -M to 0. This topological product will be denoted by pp. As we continue through the s = 4m 2 cut, we reach the sheet q-p, keeping X2 in its p sheet. This q sheet in s has superimposed left hand cuts from -w to 0, a right hand cut from 3m2 to a~, and the normal threshold cut from 4m2 to a. The singularities due to the leading Landau surface will thus be defined with respect to this sheet structure pr,ovided by the lower order contractions.
v. The Leading Landau Curve
The leading curve, due to the full contraction of Fig We can determine the location of sf by inspection of Fig. 4 : we see that for t < 0, the points always arrange themselves in the order S < 0 < 3m2 < s+ .
By differentiating (11) The cuts of* are chosen to make A+* real analytic and run from -m<s<3m 2 and 4m2 -t<s<m. The real section of this limiting situation is shown in Fig. 9 . We see that at point L, the leading curve in fact intersects the third order curve. This occurs because at ?+I*= m*, the third order curve develops a cusp at s = 4m2 so that the theorem about effective intersections being touches no longer holds. The intersection, while no longer a touch, is nevertheless still effective. The limit PI* 2 =m is clearly the limit of a touching situation, Fig. 10 .
The third order curve (13) is in fact not singular for s on sheet p but is for s on sheet q as can be seen from Fig 10 - In order to analyze the function f Q, we which is that point in the leading curve with point T are well known from the properties of begin at the point T, Fig. 9 x2 + AB2
Real maps:
Complex maps:
The notation (-~0 < s < 3m2)+ means the upper lower edge of the real axis -below 3m2.
Note that X+2 belongs to the surface attached to arc KLN and h -2 to the surface attached to KJ and NQ of Fig. pa . Note also that the inverse map s = s(k2) given by Eq. (13) (17) with an undistorted contour. Fig. 12a shows the search of the Q sheet reached by continuing clock&se down through the normal threshold cut. Fig. 12b shows the corresponding motion of the singularities -corresponding points are labelled by the same letter. The notation a(+) means that this point corresponds to the map provided by Xp. Note that along a 1' path, a point will change names, say from (t-) to (-). This indicates that a smooth motion in the s plane in fact is quite complicated in terms of motion on the Landau surfaces, the path changing surfaces as certain regions are entered. By continuity, however, the singularity character cannot change as we go from surface to surface unless we cross a cut.
Then the singularity can move into a sheet other then the one under consideration.
It is clear from the sheet P, there is no effect at all. If we search to 2 4 2 S P= 4m p -2m2$-p2t + (t-m2) 4 2 2 P -2m P 2-2p2t I-(t-m2) (19) without distorting the contour.
Thus there are *no extra pinch singularities on sheet Q. We can in fact only get a pinch of the contour at the double pole by continuing through the 3m2 cut for 3m2 < s < 4m2 from above. On the sheet so reached, call it Q', there will be a singularity of the integral atS=S. 0 This will occur only when t > m*-p2 so that point K in Fig. 9a appears below X2 = p2. The result is that the first singularity of the integral term in (5), due to the double pole, appears in a sheet very far from the physical region.
VII. Conclusions
The function we have been considering is given by Eq. (5) The quantity that acts like a propagator will be Cal led T((S ,) and is given by the sum of bubbles in Fig. 13 .
where X o is a direct bare four particle coupling.
If we are to insert the propagator into a diagram, it will have to be attached at both ends so that P(s) = 102~(s)-is more properly the propagator. We know that for a critical range of the renormalized coupling constant w, 2 2 X0 R(S) will have a bound state pole at s = p < 4m 2 .
The integral for the bubble, Eq. (20), in fact diverges and we can extract the infinite constant by subtracting at the bound state pole:
where B = -A(v 2 ) is a positive 1ogarit:hmicaliy infinite cons ant and
is a well defined function.
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